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BLESSING THE SEED 
I should tell you 

at the outset: 

this blessing will require you 

to do some work. 

 

First you must simply 

let this blessing fall 

from your hand, 

as if it were a small thing 

you could easily let slip 

through your fingers, 

as if it were not 

most precious to you, 

as if your life did not 

depend on it. 

 

Next you must trust 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I AM HERE IN THE HEART OF LOVE 
[Am, G, Am, D]    (by Erin McGaughan) 

I am here in the heart of peace. 

Peace is here in the heart of me.  

Like the wave in the water  

         and the water in the wave.  

I am here in the heart of peace 

 

I am here in the Heart of love.  

Love is here in the heart of me. 

Like the flame in the fire  

         and the fire in the flame  

I am here in the heart of love.  

 

I am here in the heart of hope.  

Hope is here in the heart of me.  

Like the wind in the springtime  

           and the springtime in the wind.  

I am here in the heart of hope. 

COME COME WHOEVER YOU ARE  

(by Rumi) 2NDF   

Come, come, whoever you are, 

wanderer, worshiper, lover of leaving. 

Ours is no caravan of despair. 

Come, yet again come. 

Come Light of Lights Into My Heart 
(By Ruth Cunningham) 

Come light of lights into my heart 

Come wisdom of spirit into my heart 

that this blessing knows 

where it is going, 

that it understands 

the ways of the dark, 

that it is wise 

to seasons 

and to times. 

 

Then— 

and I know this blessing 

has already asked much 

of you— 

it is to be hoped that 

you will rest 

and learn 

that something is at work 

when all seems still, 

seems dormant, 

seems dead. 

 

 

I promise you 

this blessing has not 

abandoned you. 

I promise you 

this blessing 

is on its way back 

to you. 

I promise you— 

when you are least 

expecting it, 

when you have given up 

your last hope— 

this blessing will rise 

green 

and whole 

and new.                                      

       —Jan Richardson 

 

HONOR THE DARK (by Lea Morris) – 1st Fr 

Honor the dark / As you do the light (Am) 

Receive the gifts that come to us (D) by day and by night (E)  

I choose to honor the dark / Uncertainty and change (Am) 

Deliver us from fear until (D) only love (E) remains (Am) 

 

As the butterfly slips free from (Am) her dark cocoon (E) 

As the evening sky reveals the (D) light of the moon (E) 

Sometimes, fear surrounds us (Am)/ Sometimes, there will be pain (E) 

Let the darkness heal you until (D) only love remains (E) …Honor 

 

As the seed emerges from under (Am) the dark earth (E) 

As a mother push’s the dark womb (D) to give birth (E) 

Sometimes, fear surrounds us (Am)/ Sometimes, there will be pain (E) 

Let the darkness heal you until (D) only love remains (E) …Honor 

 

 

COME HEALING BREATH (by Chaplain Donnel) 

Come healing breath, come heal my mind      Am, C, G, E 

Come healing breath, come heal my heart      Am, C, G, E 

Come healing breath, come heal my soul             Am, G, C, F 

Come healing breath, come heal the world    Am, C, G, E 

 

The Growing Seed (by Chaplain Donnel) 

The sun grows the seed, the sun grows the seed 

Feel the warm light, the sun grows the seed 

The rain grows the seed, the rain grows the seed 

Feel the fresh water, the rain grows the seed 

CHORUS: In the dark, seek the light 

 Feel me grow through the night (2X) 

The dirt grows the seed, the dirt grows the seed 

Feel the compost, the dirt grows the seed 

The air grows the seed, the air grows the seed 

Feel the wind blow, the air grows the seed 

 

Hope is Deeper (David Poole) 

Hope is deeper than despair. Wait for the rising sun. Hope is deeper. Wait for the light! 

 



THE CORN PSALM (adapted from “Psalms for Zero Gravity” by 

Edward Hays) 
Teach me, O Source of Life, to be like the peasant farmer 

who sows his corn seeds in the soil 

and knows not how or why they sprout, 

mysteriously growing tall while the farmer sleeps.  

Enlighten me, for hidden in the inner wisdom of corn seeds is the secret of 

spiritual growth.  

 
Green sprouts spring out of the seed, O Divine Gardener,  

And strain upward through the soil.  

Sun-stroked and rain-fed into growing tall,  

they bear bountiful ears full of golden grain 

that ripening, hear your blessed harvest song. 

 

 

A great mystery is all this to the faithful farmer,  

who at night does not need to go out 

to pull up and tug at the tiny plant,  

or huff and puff all day long 

to make the corn grow tall and strong.  

 

O Divine Mystery, may I not wring my hands in anxiety,  

searching for some all-knowing guru 

to guide my growth in prayerful grace,  

to assure my bearing a golden harvest.  

Eternal Nourisher, let me only plant my little self-seed 

in your rich soil and then simply let go.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dancing In the Dark (by Rihanna) 

Come on, I wanna dance in the dark 

Come on, We gonna light up the night 

Come on, I wanna dance in the dark 

Come on, We gonna light up the night 

VERSE 1 

Underdogs dance in the middle of the night 

Can see the night skies in the mirror of your eyes 

If you don't dance make sure you got the rhythm 

Make sure that your heartbeat beats with the rhythm 

I wanna run wild in the middle of the night 

Right under the moon, bodies glowing in the night 

Nothing in between our hearts but the rhythm 

Make sure that your heartbeat beats with the rhythm 

The night time is the right time 

CHORUS (2X) 

I wanna dance in the dark and never stop 

We gonna light up the night like shooting stars 

Whenever you hear the sound don't be alarmed 

Move, move, move dancing in the dark 

VERSE 2 

Underdogs dance in the middle of the night 

Out here with the stars like the creatures of the night 

If you don't dance make sure you got the rhythm 

Make sure that your heartbeat beats with the rhythm 

I wanna dance fast in the middle of the night 

And see the night skies in the mirror of your eyes 

If you don't dance make sure you got the rhythm 

Make sure that your heartbeat beats with the rhythm 

The night time is the right time 

*BACK TO CHORUS 

Come on, I wanna dance in the dark 

Come on, We gonna light up the night 

Come on, I wanna dance in the dark 

Come on, We gonna light up the night 

*BACK TO CHORUS 


